By RENIE TRAPPE

The Oklahoma Manhood Association of Oklahoma City celebrated its first anniversary with a banquet attended by 200 men. The event was held at the Oklahoma Country Club in Oklahoma City.

New Hampshire Cools On Muskie

MANCHESTER, N.H. (AP) - New Hampshire's House of Representatives has rejected a bond issue to finance a $10 million study of the state's potential for large-scale fish farming. The measure, which had been supported by environmental groups, was voted down by a margin of 91 to 20.
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LONDON, Ont. - Canada's housing market remains strong in the face of high inflation and rising interest rates, according to a new report released by the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC). The report predicts that home prices will continue to rise in the coming year, despite concerns over the impact of higher mortgage rates on affordability.

FATHER'S SUIT STARTED IT ALL

Brown's Daughter Anti-Busing

BY JOSIAH RUBEN

The daughter of the late Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. has launched a legal challenge to the process of busing students to desegregate local schools. In a lawsuit filed with the Supreme Court, Coretta Scott King argues that the use of federal funds to support busing violates the Constitution.

FREETHY IN TROUBLE AT GRASSROOTS

By DAVID CRANDALL

The grassroots movement that supported the Democratic Party's nominee in the 1980 presidential election has been embroiled in a series of controversies. The movement, which had been organized by former DNC chairperson Mike Gravel, has faced criticism for its handling of campaign contributions and for its role in the election of Democratic candidates. The movement's Chairperson, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s wife Coretta Scott King, has been a vocal critic of the group's activities.

Inside News

Local News

Bulldog Double Winner

He was a double winner at Bishop's last meet, which was held in Bishop.

Nooners Jellosh

The nooners' Jellosh was held in Bishop.

Do Friends Taste Lost?

Do you have any pets that you would like to know more about?

Modern Pet Pan

You have to find out what their pets are doing and we can help you.

The Journal's Classified 02-08-23
BOOSTERS BUILD, KNOCKERS TEAR DOWN!

Freeway 77 is our chance to build safe, new roads and highways in Oklahoma, now, with no additional taxes.

Thousands have pledged their support of this vital needed project. A few have tried to manufacture confusion by clouding the real issue.

IT IS NOT an issue of personalities or political parties.

The issue is...do we want to build these roads now with no new taxes?

Boosters in Texas, Kansas and 35 other states have approved road-building programs similar to Freeway 77. They have proved that it works.

You can be a good roads booster for Oklahoma. March 7th vote YES for Freeway 77.

VOTE YES TUESDAY

FREEWAY-77

FREEWAY 77 BOOSTER COMMITTEE

FREDDIE MOORE, Chairman
5526 N. Harlone, Oklahoma City, Okla. 73116

Humane Society

Teens Rob Circulation Man

Governor Wants Quarantine Lifted

'Cover-Up' Denied In Midwest City

Pair Heads Arts Drive

Lauded Neighbor And Dear Friend

Furniture

SPANISH OR MODERN TABLES

MEDITERRANEAN CEDAR CHEST

SADDLE SHAPE WOOD JEWELRY BOX

DECORATIVE 3 PC. CORNER GROUPS

AIRGLOW LATERAL FOAM SETS

SPANISH REVIVAL CHAIRS

ALUMINUM FOLDING CHAIRS

Men's Sport Shirts

Bogey's Golf Shirts

Men's Suits

WAYSIDE 1/2 VELVET PANTSUIT 1/2 PRICE
Legislature Moving Toward Adjournment

By DOROTHY WILSON

The Oklahoma House of Representatives, unlike the Senate, was expected to conclude its legislative business before the midsummer break. The house has been in session since Feb. 18, and by the time this column is published, it will have adjourned this week.

The House has been in session for 37 days. It has 150 members and sits for eight hours a day.

The House has passed 116 bills, 130 versions of bills, one resolution and one joint resolution this session.

The House has voted 437 times.

In addition, the House has approved two resolutions of conventions not to meet and one resolution (JCS 2) introducing a joint resolution.

Sooner Scene
Crash Kills Two Kansans

A Model T Ford, missing at least one person inside, careened into a tree in midtown Muskogee Tuesday and killed two Kansas women.

The accident occurred about 11:30 a.m. in the 500 block of South Detroit Avenue in front of the new Library Building.

The women, identified as Josephine F. Snider, 55, and Dorothy Snider, 57, of Kansas City, Mo., were pronounced dead at Muskogee Memorial Hospital.

A third woman, also from Kansas City, was injured.

Kissinger Plot Denied By Sister

WASHINGTON — Secretary of State Henry Kissinger's plot to attack Cambodia was denied by his sister.

Kissinger's sister, Mrs. Eugene H. Christensen, said that the news was shocking.

She said that Kissinger had never discussed the Cambodian situation with her.

Kissinger, who is visiting Vietnam, said that he was not surprised by the news.

Kissinger's sister said that she had never heard of any plot.

Midwest Weather

INDIANAPOLIS — A Midwest weather system moved into the Oklahoma area Tuesday, bringing heavy rain and strong winds.

The system caused widespread damage, including the collapse of a bridge in Muskogee.

The bridge collapse occurred in the 500 block of South Detroit Avenue in Muskogee.

The bridge collapse caused widespread damage, including the collapse of a bridge in Muskogee.
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Editorials

Tough Driver Laws

As long as laws have been designed to
marking a fine line between life and death, we
have a right to expect that our society will
protect its most vulnerable members.

The problem is not one of making laws
but rather one of enforcing them.

Under the proposed legislation
would be a minimum age of eighteen,
with a required blood-alcohol level
of 0.05. The problem is that these
laws would be more effective in
some areas than others.

The problem is not one of
equality, but rather one of enforcement.

Swiss Bank Myths Fade Out

One way of detecting if a company
is participating in any form of
economic activity is to examine
its balance sheets.

The problem is that the
reputation of Swiss banks
is based on the fact that
they are known for
keeping secrets.

But money can be
found in their
balance sheets.

The problem is that
the Swiss have
never been
enticed
by
the
idea
of
disclosing
information.

State Editors Say

Another Reason To Support Hall Plan

This article discusses the potential
benefits of a Hall plan
in the state of Oklahoma.

The problem is that
the Hall plan has
drawn criticism
from many sources.

Thoughts

If you would like to
read more articles
like this, please
subscribe to The
Oklahoma Journal.

Washington Merry-Go-Round

Nixon Loan Deal Smells Of Fraud

The deal described in Washington, D.C.,
about the Nixon loan deal makes the
smell of fraud.

The problem is that
the deal was
not legal.

Langston Marking Birthday

John Smith Needs To Be Reminded

Dear Editor,

I am writing to bring
your attention to
some important
issues.

Ex-Bellmon Backer Angry

City's Flood Program Safe

Prophecies

It's Time To Push
Are Near
Fulfillment

Indians Hurt Most

Wake Up To Freeway Plan
National Briefs

Health Threat Seen In Bill

Astronauts Taking Risk Back

Astronauts are anxious to return to space, but the cost of the program is a concern. The program has been facing budget cuts, and there is uncertainty about the future of space exploration.

Flint Toll Fills To 93

Motorists are reporting long delays at the toll booths near the city. The toll rates have been increased to cope with the rising cost of maintenance.

Tax Reform Plan Urged

Efforts are being made to reform the tax system. The new plan aims to simplify the tax code and reduce the burden on businesses.

Vege Plant Closed Down

A vegetable processing plant has closed down, affecting local workers and suppliers. The plant is located in a rural area, and there are concerns about the future of the local economy.

Firm Wheeled And Dealed

The county Sheriff is cracking down on illegal activities. The operations are being targeted as a part of a larger crackdown on crime in the area.

Securities Institute Sked

The Securities Institute is planning to hold a seminar on investment strategies. The event is scheduled for next month.

Volunteer To Begin Work

Volunteers are being recruited to work in the community. The program aims to provide support and services to those in need.

OEA Head To Speak

The President of the Organization of Education will speak at a local event. The event is open to the public and will be held at the city hall.

Washburn Alumni To Meet

Alumni from Washburn University are meeting in the city. The event is a chance to reconnect and discuss recent developments.

Fremont 77 Debate Set

A debate on Fremont 77 will be held at a local high school. The debate will feature experts and community members discussing the issues.

Dr. Lythcoat To Lecture

Dr. Lythcoat, a renowned writer, will be speaking at a local event. The lecture is open to the public and will be held at the city hall.

Mayor Letting To Give Talk

The Mayor will be giving a talk on the state of the city. The event is scheduled for next week, and tickets are available online.

United Founders Show Gain

The United Founders are planning a fundraiser. The event is scheduled for next month, and tickets are available online.

Anti-Busing Group Call Rally

An anti-busing group will be holding a rally. The group is calling for an end to the busing system, which they believe is unfair.

Infection Workshop Scheduled

A workshop on infection control will be held at the local hospital. The workshop is open to medical professionals and the public.

Clash Near Angler Wet

A conflict near Angler Wet is causing concern. The situation is being monitored, and there is a call for peace.

Bangladesh Promised Aid

Bangladesh has promised aid to a local community. The aid is intended to help those affected by a recent event.
Cowboys Sink Kansas

K-State Rambles
By Buffs, 73-55

Blazers Blank Knights

Gomez Nab's JUCO Title

Sooners Drop Pair
Roderick Named ‘Man Of Year’

Breece Selected Wrestler Of Year

Monzon Keeps Title

OSU Matmen Open Title Defense

Voters Decide ‘Freeway 77’ Issue Tuesday

Kansas Adopts $320 Million Road Construction Program

Charges Continue Bond Foes, GOP Linked

Democrats Alter Voting Method

Brazier Will Fight Tuesday

City To Host Karate Meet

Forecast Brighter

Pilot May Have Reduced Toll
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Average Day Spread</th>
<th>Weekly Basis</th>
<th>Weekly Close</th>
<th>Weekly Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>275.0</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**New York Exchange**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>+10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XYZ</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Weekly List Of Share Trading On American Exchange**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Trading Volume</th>
<th>Price Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>50-200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XYZ</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>250-500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SPECIAL PURCHASE
KNIT SPORTCOATS

- Over 300 in choices from
- 100% acrylic knits polyester
- Regulars & Big Sizes
- Wide selection of styles and colors
-限周特价
- Sizes 5-20
- $54.88

NEW SPRING PANTS
100% POLYESTER PANTS

- Elastic waist and drawstring
- Assortment of new spring colors
- Sizes 5-30
- $9.99

SUPER SAVINGS IN SPRING BLOUSES

- 100% POLYESTER WASHABLE CREPE IN FASHION BLOUSES
- Assortment of new spring colors
- Regular & Big Sizes
- Sizes 6-21
- Now $19.99

HARNESSES

- Boots
- Choose from a block or brown
- from sizes 6 to 10
- $18.88

MEN WORK
OXFORD

- Men's black work extended with
- a stretch sole
- Was 20.95
- Sale Price $7.77

BASKETWEAVE

- Fabric
- Assorted Colors
- $89.99

DOUBLE KNIT
100% Polyester

- Assorted colors & patterns
- $2.99

SWEETS

- White-to-iron-McNally by COMET
- FLAT TOP
- Belt Mat
- $2.79

LUGGAGE SET

- Trojan Molded
- MADE IN JAPAN
- $16.88

VALUABLE COUPON

- FREE ALBUM OFFER
- JAPANESE PATTERN
- Unlimited Uses
- $16.88

RUSSELL FLOOR SWEEPERS

- 10 & 9.99

FRENCH FRY CUTTER

- EXCLUSIVE French Fry Cutter
- $1.49

METAL BUILDING
Troy & Garden Storage

- Ideas of how to store your household objects
- Length 30" x Width 60" x Height 72"
- $2.99

VIVA FLOOR TILE

- 8" x 8" Pink
- $1.49

MAJESTIC WASTE
DISPOSER

- Stainless Steel
- $12.99

GEORGE ROARK AND COMPANY
REALTORS

- GEORGE ROARK
- 328-2345

- WE OFFER COMPLETE REAL ESTATE SERVICE
LBJ's Lights Out Rule Lost Prophecy?

Oil Tax Benefits Draw Fire

Seminar Set On Minerals

Greenbriar Backers Parley In Acapulco

New Store in Dillard Chain Opens
WIN A FREE TRIP FOR TWO TO HAWAII OR 2ND PRIZE "$100.00 PER MONTH IN MERCHANDISE FOR ONE YEAR" DURING OUR 12TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION

Women of all ages enter as the 12th anniversary of the Penn Square celebrates the closing of the mall. The opening of the mall is set for March 28, 1972, and the closing will be March 31, 1972. The mall will be open from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. on weekdays and 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturdays.

WEEKEND OF APRIL 27TH AND 28TH, 1972

Fashion Staff

This Martha Speaks Out, Too...
Congresswoman To Speak To Byliners

They Come In All Shapes And Sizes...
Female Detectives Adding Glamor To Profession

After Heart Attack...
Dental Work Depends Upon Person's Health

Dental Work Depends Upon Person's Health

There's still no place like Penn Square...because your favorite store is there!
Couples Tell Future Plans For Weddings

Helen Help Us! Bigamist's First Wife Resents Sharing Name

Colorful Settings Enhance Vows

MOTHER TO BE

CELEBRATE SPRING IN...

Rothschilds

NEW DIRECTIONS

ADVANCE SHOWING!
NARDIS OF DALLAS COLLECTION

OPEN MONDAY NIGHT! ALL 3 STORES
Liz Brown Sets Cap For $30,000... YWCA Drive Chairman Hopes To Reach Goal

Pace Setters

Oklahoma Hospitality Club To Honor 'Ladies In News'

Oklahoma Hospitality Club honored "Ladies in News" at its annual luncheon Monday at the Country Club of Oklahoma. Junior Achievement Committee

Juniors Musical ClubEntertainment

Miss Reilly, Peter Frank Say Nuptials

EMMER GIANT TRANSFER SALE
DOWNTOWN ONLY!

PANT SUITS
CAR COATS

1999
2999

SPORTSWEAR
SAVE 50%-75%

Purses

Dresses

ROBES

2999
Ancient Art of Macramé Seeing Revival In City Homes

By EUNICE WALKER

It is an ancient art form that has been rediscovered by modern designers and homemakers. Macramé, the traditional art of knotting, has been given a new lease on life in recent years. The intricate designs of macramé are created by knotting and weaving fibers, such as cotton, linen, and silk, into decorative wall hangings, table runners, and other home accessories. The technique dates back to the 17th century and was originally used in the Mediterranean region to make nets and ropes. In the 1970s, the popularity of macramé increased again as it became a popular craft for do-it-yourselfers. Today, macramé is making a comeback as a trendy and fashionable way to decorate homes. The use of macramé in modern design is not only limited to the home but also extends to fashion and accessories. Macramé clothing, bags, and shoes have become popular among fashion-forward individuals. The art of macramé is not only a decorative element but also a therapeutic activity. It requires patience and concentration, making it a great way to relax and unwind. With the resurgence of macramé, it is evident that this ancient art form is here to stay and will continue to be a popular choice for home decor and fashion.
George Washington's Ancestors Slept Here

A Pale-Skinned Ape...
Tanganyika Home For Young English Chimpanzee Expert

By Joining Seaside TRAVEL
The Oklahoma Journal
Caribbean Fiesta Cruise
13 Days-Departing June 3rd

Indian Nation
TRAVEL, INC.
WORLD WIDE

Caribbean Fiesta Cruise

Why pay 355*
for just 250 to Honolulu?

WHEN YOU CAN ENJOY
ON WAIKIKI BEACH

A Full Week's Vacation
AIRCRAFT TRANSFERS COMPRISING

$358.00

ALL FOR ONLY $399.00

Caribbean Fiesta Cruise

JOIN THE GREAT RAINBOW TRAVEL SERVICES, INC.

AIR TRAVEL
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17 W. MAIN STREET, DENVER, CO 80203
303-293-3333
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How 'Green' Are Your Eyes?

By Dr. ADAM KRONER

Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young: Don't let the names fool you. The Rock Climbers and the Chipmunks are in the house. The Chipmunks are in the house.

There's a week long carnival of color and sound in Oklahoma City this week with the arrival of the Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young concert at the Civic Center Music Hall. The band is playing to a sold out audience.

The concert is part of the city's Spring Pops Line-up, which also includes the Oklahoma City Philharmonic and the Oklahoma City Symphony.

A great plan for the layered. What a way to make an impression. For just $20.

Clothelines...by Marylou

White Lapels, Border Add Length To Out-Moded Coat

JCPenney
The values are here everyday.
Ballet Evening Slated At OU

NORMAN— Tradition that began in the early days of Oklahoma University will again be part of the University of Oklahoma's 18th Annual Spring Dance Festival, which will be held April 23-24th at the School of Music Performing Arts Center. The ballet, which has been a part of the festival for the past 12 years, will feature the Tulsa Ballet Company. The festival will also include performances by the University's own dance department and the OU School of Music's dance program.

Black Journey

Choral, folk, spiritual and dance movements help emphasize the spirit of diversity in a service from "Black History Month." It will be presented by Voices Inc., Tuesday and Wednesday at 8 p.m. in May's Student Center. Sponsored by OUA's Office of Cultural Affairs, the event is free and open to the public.

French Theatre Company To Visit OU

NORMAN— The French Theatre Company is scheduled to perform at the University of Oklahoma. The company will perform at the School of Music Performing Arts Center on Friday, April 23rd, and at the School of Music on Sunday, April 25th. The French Theatre Company is one of the most respected groups in France, and their productions are always a treat for audiences.

Voices Inc. To Appear On Tuesday

Tribal Mask

ISLAHAD—Native American performers will present a program of traditional dances and music at the Oklahoma City University Cultural Center on Tuesday, April 23rd. The performance is part of the Cultural Center's spring series of events and is free and open to the public.

Tribal Mask

Peter Hula Holmes displays his dance skills, including a traditional Native American dance, during a performance at the Oklahoma City University Cultural Center. The performance is part of the Cultural Center's spring series of events and is free and open to the public.

Young Talent

Portfolio welding winners are Annalise Young, a sophomore English major, and Ben Yang, a junior business major. Both will compete in the National Portfolio Welding Competition to be held on campus.

Clowning Pianist

Clowning Pianist

Clowning Pianist

Clowning Pianist

Clowning Pianist

Clowning Pianist

Broadway Box Score

Brunch For Two

Brunch For Two

Brunch For Two

Brunch For Two
Liza, Desi Enjoying 'Cabaret' Reviews

By EMIL MILLER

Liza Minnelli and Desi Arnaz Jr. enjoyed a recent performance of "Cabaret" at the Greek Theatre in Los Angeles. The pair attended the show together, and later were seen at a nearby restaurant. Arnaz Jr. purchased two tickets for Minnelli and her guest, and they were seated near the front of the theater. The performance was well-received by the audience, and the couple was seen laughing and enjoying the show. After the performance, they were spotted leaving the theater hand in hand. The couple has been together for several years and has been involved in various projects and events. Arnaz Jr. is the son of the late Desi Arnaz and Lucille Ball, while Minnelli is the daughter of the late Frank Sinatra andを行。
Doctor's Education Traced

The Foundation of the
American Academy of
Ophthalmology

It is the history of
the American Academy of
Ophthalmology - the
history of an association
that made the
profession of
ophthalmology
what it is today.

Houses Of America Illustrated

The foremost of American
Restaurants is the
Harvard Club of New
York. Its grandeur is
matched only by the
excellence of its
food. Located in the
heart of Manhattan,
the Harvard Club offers
a unique dining
experience.

Houses Of America Illustrated

The Bonといっても
常されているレストラン
は、ハーバードクラブ
ニューヨークです。その
壮大さは、その料理の
秀逸さに匹敵しています。
席はマンハッタンの
中心に位置しており、
その食事の体験は
ユニークです。

Long March: Timely Reading

The Long March - The Significance of China's Greatest Victory

The Long March, that epic
journey of 11,000 miles
taken by China's Red
Army in 1934, is
remembered today as a
victory for China and a
victory for the
Communist cause.

Extrovert

By Frank Porter

The extravert's ability
to express his feelings
freely and easily is a
distinctive characteristic.
His energy and
enthusiasm are
infectious, making him
popular in social
circles.

Introvert

By Frank Porter

The introvert's
preferential withdrawal
to the quiet and
solitary aspects of life
is a characteristic
of his nature. He
does not seek the
crowd, but enjoys
the peace and quiet
of solitude.

Tailor's Model

The tailor's model is
created to fit the
shape of the body
accurately. It is
essential for
producing a
custom-made suit
that looks good and
fits perfectly.

Film Fare

Gold Rush (1935), starring
Kirk Douglas, was a
success and
established his
career. It was
renowned for its
dramatic
representation of
gold mining.

Which Are You?

I.T.W.

When you're not paddling
the canoe, you've probably
seen some. And the
tough, rough
appearance is enough to
suggest that you're a
Canoe Clubs' type. You
might not have
the canoe, but you probably
have a
Paddler's Club
membership.

Alaska Gold Rush Shown In Pictures

Gold Rush, by James
Barrie of Barrie, was
a success for the
American film industry.

Tailor's Model

The tailor's model is
created to fit the
shape of the body
accurately. It is
essential for
producing a
custom-made suit
that looks good and
fits perfectly.

Extravert

The extravert's
ability to express his
feelings freely and
easily is a distinctive
characteristic. His
energy and
enthusiasm are
infectious, making him
popular in social
circles.

Gold Rush (1935), starring
Kirk Douglas, was a
success and
established his
career. It was
renowned for its
dramatic
representation of
gold mining.

Which Are You?

I.T.W.

When you're not paddling
the canoe, you've probably
seen some. And the
tough, rough
appearance is enough to
suggest that you're a
Canoe Clubs' type. You
might not have
the canoe, but you probably
have a
Paddler's Club
membership.
David Cassidy's A Modern Peter Pan

By LEO MELKORGEN

From the moment he walked beneath a Peter Pan, David Cassidy seemed to embody every inch of the beloved fairy tale character. His stocking feet and his mischievous grin were enough to make one believe in the magic of Peter Pan.

Cassidy's transformation from the boy who had grown up in the glare of television stardom to a young man with the same kind of charisma and charm was the highlight of the performance. His ability to capture the essence of Peter Pan was a testament to his skill as an actor and his understanding of the character.

But the performance was not without its challenges. Cassidy had to balance the demands of the role with the expectations of his fans, who had grown up with him and his character. It was a delicate dance, one that required great skill and dedication.

In the end, Cassidy's performance as Peter Pan was a triumph. He had captured the spirit of the character and brought it to life in a way that was both entertaining and inspiring. It was a performance that would be remembered for years to come.
Black Roles Changing In Movies

No Common Interests

Chayevsky's Cure Is In His 'Hospital'

Cocker Has Contracting

Rock Left Off Grammy Ballot, Again

Better Your Living

Save $75 On The Purchase

When you choose a local electrician mobile home furnace, carbon monoxide detector, or water heater, you save money, convenience, and worry by choosing a product that is a smart move for your family. You can get real peace of mind by choosing a carrier branded carrier air conditioner. Carrier air conditioners are known for their heating and cooling reliability and durability. They provide the highest level of comfort, and they are available in a wide range of sizes and models. Choose Carrier today, and enjoy the benefits of a reliable and efficient cooling system.

C&G Mobile Homes

Southside

Only at Southside Do You Get...

The Lowest Price Guaranteed

Free Estimate/NO Money Needed/See Dealer For Details

All items include installation. Some items may have a delivery charge. All items also include installation. Carrier is a leading brand of air conditioners, and they are the only brand that is exclusively designed, engineered, and tested by Carrier. Call Carrier today at 800-800-8000 for a free estimate.

Save $75 On The Purchase Of A New Carrier Air Conditioner During Our Pre-Season Sale!
Archer City Folks Upset Over 'Last Picture Show'

By CHARLIE HELPRIN

The Archer City, Texas, hometown of the actors in the movie "Last Picture Show," is feeling upset about the film. The town is known for its vintage cotton mill and small-town charm, which is reflected in the movie. The film has been praised for its portrayal of rural Texas life in the 1950s. The Archer City Chamber of Commerce is considering a petition to have the film reclassified. The movie was released in 1971 and has since become a classic of American cinema. The town is hoping to capitalize on the film's popularity with tourism. The movie was directed by Peter Bogdanovich and stars Jeff Bridges, Ellen Burstyn, and Ben Johnson. The film was nominated for several Academy Awards, including Best Picture and Best Actor for Jeff Bridges. The movie is known for its powerful performances and its exploration of themes such as identity, belonging, and the passage of time.
Carson Moving To Hollywood

HOLLYWOOD (BNS) - Johnny Carson will move to Hollywood this week. The king of the late-night talk shows is expected to finalize his move from New York City to Los Angeles. This move is expected to bring him closer to the entertainment industry and may provide him with new opportunities.

The American Adventure

by Robin Adams Sloan

I read about a business "debut" between Harry and Mary Thompson and their new company, Thompson & Thompson, which they opened in Washington. It was an auspicious start. How did they do it?

1. Unpredictable, eh? That's a challenge. Usually at a press club, Harry and Mary Thompson are known for their presence with women. However, they surprised me when they entered the club. Harry was going on about the company's future plans, while Mary quietly listened. It was clear that they had some ideas.

2. How ironic can Tony Armstrong be when he needs to be a political campaigner—A. L. Ross

3. Last week, some of his statements were quite controversial, which made me wonder about his political affiliations. However, he managed to maintain a balance between his personal life and public speaking. I'm curious to see how he handles the upcoming election.

4. The President's Voice takes our gifts to China—R. C. McEwen, Gold

5. That's quite interesting. I've heard about the President's Voice's recent trip to China, where they were invited to present their gifts to various individuals and organizations. It was an honor for them to represent their country and share their talents.

6. New York Cut Steak

SAVE 20¢

1/2 POUND CHOICE GROUND SIRLOIN STEAK

SAVE 20¢

PIECE OF YOUR CHOICE

7. Two new patrons have been added to the club—R. L. Smith, Heart

8. That's great to hear. I've noticed a significant increase in the number of new members. It's important to cultivate new patrons and expand the club's reach.

9. SIRLOIN STEAK

SAVE 20¢

SIRLOIN STEAK

SAVE 15¢

PIECE OF YOUR CHOICE

10. The club continues to grow—R. L. Smith, Heart

11. Absolutely. It's exciting to see the club's growth and the positive impact it has on the community. I look forward to seeing more developments in the future.
Ask Them Yourself

FOR RICHARD SCHRUCKEL, McPike
In your opinion, what was the best film of the six-
"Mutthra, a film that I would recommend to anyone, is a real masterpiece. Its score is beautiful, its direction is outstanding, and its acting is superb." - Richard Schruckel, McPike

FOR SIAK, EDWARD HURLEY of Maine
Who influenced your life the most? - Joseph P. O'Neal, Baltimore, Md.
"My father, Joseph Marrone, who died in 1955, was a man of great influence in my life. He taught me the value of hard work, dedication, and respect for others." - Edward Hurley, Maine

FOR DAVID BRINLEY
Some consumers are charging that the government is "corrupting" them. How do you feel about that? - Anne Litt, Amherst, N.Y.
"I believe that the government has a role to play in society, but it must be done in a fair and just manner. It is important to have a balance between the rights of individuals and the needs of society." - David Brinley, not found.

FOR LARRY KILLER, professional golfer
Did your victory in the Open Championship in December mean you will be invited to play in the Masters Tournament? - W. E. Jones, Clearwater, Fla.
"I believe I will be invited to play in the Masters Tournament because of my victory in the Open Championship, which is a prestigious event." - Larry Killer, professional golfer.

FOR MR. LIVINGSTON
Are you still working against drugs? If so, where do you give your time and energy? - Anne K. Devine, Watertown, N.Y.
"Yes, I continue to work against drugs. I give my time and energy to help others understand the dangers of drug use and to support drug-free communities." - Mr. Livingston, not found.

FOR CLIFF ANDERSON
Which of your experiences makes you the proudest? - Mr. Peter C. Anderson, Australia, La.
"As president of the American Association of Retired Physicians, I have been proud to lead and work with many dedicated doctors, nurses, and researchers." - Cliff Anderson, not found.

FOR ED MARRano, football star
I'm sure other college football stars felt they deserved the Heisman Trophy. What do you think? - Mr. Paul S. Marrano, University of St. Louis, Md.
"I believe that college football players should be proud of their achievements and take pride in their accomplishments on and off the field." - Ed Marrano, not found.

FOR JUNE WAYNE
I read somewhere that you were going to wear a prism of the moonstone moonstone until it was very old and worn, but then you would wear a new moonstone. What did you mean by that? - Mr. Jane W. Fleming, Ovat, N.J.
"I wanted to wear a moonstone until it was very old and worn. Then, when it was no longer valuable, I would wear a new moonstone. It was a way for me to mark the passage of time and to preserve the beauty of the moonstone." - June Wayne, not found.

FOR FAMILY WAYS
I have a son who is in the military. What would you say to him? - Mr. Edward J. Hoppin, Westlake, Ohio.
"I would advise him to work hard and to always keep his eyes on the future, even when times are tough." - Family Ways, not found.
MOUSE TRAPS
are the best way
to kill mice. Right?
WRONG!

It's a fact that mouse traps
are the best way to kill
to kill mice. Right?
WRONG!

It's a fact that mouse traps
can cause more problems
than they solve. If you're
determined to use a quick,
efficient, and cheap method
of controlling mice, then
mouse traps might be your
best option. However, it's
important to remember that
traps can also cause harm
to pets, children, and
non-target species. In some
cases, traps can even lead
to the spread of diseases.

Spectrum/72

Sports Mini-Profile
JOE TORRE
From Personal Tragedy,
A New Battling Champion
Joe Torre was set to be the big
catcher for the Atlanta
Braves. Now he's that same all-star
triumph in the same
Braves. He's had to
face his losses and
continue to
be an asset to his
team. He's been
reluctant to
ask for
time off,
which is
understandable.

The Doctor Lets You In
First Aid
For Stumpled Fingers
Few people go through life without
twisting an ankle or a finger,
but if you're not careful,
you can end up with
serious injuries. It's important
to know how to handle
these situations properly
to prevent further damage.

Family Flak
BY JACK LIPPERT

The Diet Watch
"Get Your Dinner
To An Enemy"
There are old
eat people warning
that you should not
eat in the evening,
and that this leads
to weight gain. But
is it actually
true? Many experts
believe that this
is not necessarily the
case, and that eating
in the evening can
be perfectly fine,
as long as you stick
to a balanced diet.

Celebrity Soup
Song Victor Borge
"What's Wrong
With Loving More
Than One Country?"

Vise versa, Victor Borge,
"you can be a citizen of one
country and still feel allegiance
to another. But we're never
able to give true and affection
to both your mother and
your father. After all, aren't
many Americans of
Italian ancestry proud of
their background? Don't treat
Italy, Italy, Poland, and
Chileans like price in the
situation?" Borge, who was
born in Denmark and is now
an American citizen, often
asks how people feel
towards their heritage,
and how they can
be proud of both.

This...is the EM moment.
ICY EM MENTHOL

The heat was on. In town, on the road. But at last you can relax
with the refreshing flavor only one mintage cigarette delivers...

By National Writing

This...is the EM moment.
ICY EM MENTHOL
How's your P.Q.?

(Popularity Quotient)

Is yours the house the crowd always winds up at? Do your friends come to you for advice and then follow it? Are you interpreted—really interpreted— by other people?

If you said "yes" to those three questions then you must be a popular girl. Outgoing. Vibrant. Confident. And, you're that way every day with the help of Tampa tampa-corps. Internally worn Tampa tamps are softly compressed to give you protection you can depend on. Can't even be felt when they're properly in place. So you can feel sure of yourself every day. No matter what day it is. Tampa tamps. Chosen by popular girls all over the world.

Our only mission is protecting you.

---

How Our Twin Girls Sought —And Found—Separate Identities

Especially for Family Weekly

By Mike Douglas

There are no dirty secrets in the name when their growing up that demonstrates their closeness. Their name, in fact, the house with Chris and I was in the middle of the house. Michelle was, for the reason that she wouldn't. Chris would stand at the door. Then, a few minutes later, Chris would come back with the girls and say, "Hey, Michelle, we've got a surprise for you." The girls were barefoot and had hair like the piece on a puzzle. They amazed everyone. That was 12 years ago, and life has been full of adventure since then.

The girls are still the same—thin, tall, and lovely. The other girl is in Cleveland, and the other, in Miami. But they still have the innocence and the grace that comes with being 12. Chris is now married, with a house and a car, and Michelle is still single, still studying for her degree in art. Every so often, one of them will call or write to say she had a dream or that she was doing something interesting. And then the other will call or write to say she was doing something interesting, too.

And, of course, that's very important to children. Constantly having to make new friends is a constant challenge. As a result, people often wonder about their interests, their families, or their friends. Often, they just don't want to know too much about what they're doing. They're just doing something to pass the time, to keep from being bored. But, of course, that's very important to children. Constantly having to make new friends is a constant challenge. As a result, people often wonder about their interests, their families, or their friends. Often, they just don't want to know too much about what they're doing. They're just doing something to pass the time, to keep from being bored.

Even if it's a dream, it's still important to children. Constantly having to make new friends is a constant challenge. As a result, people often wonder about their interests, their families, or their friends. Often, they just don't want to know too much about what they're doing. They're just doing something to pass the time, to keep from being bored. But, of course, that's very important to children. Constantly having to make new friends is a constant challenge. As a result, people often wonder about their interests, their families, or their friends. Often, they just don't want to know too much about what they're doing. They're just doing something to pass the time, to keep from being bored.

"We not only dressed the girls identically, we gave them the same gifts." One year we gave them bicycles, exactly alike. And, a short time later, both girls fell off those bikes and broke the same wrist...both in the same way.

Equally bad was the time before the girls were born—four years earlier. I thought I was just joking. But any father who says he doesn’t know the kind of attention a baby gets will soon find out. You can begin to see a tendency toward wanting to make individual decisions that may influence your parenting style. That’s why, when the girls were born, I decided to give them the same gifts. One year we gave them bicycles, exactly alike. And, a short time later, both girls fell off those bikes and broke the same wrist...both in the same way.

Chris, who now has two daughters of her own, looks back on the early years with fondness. She admits it’s hard to think of Chris and Michelle as individuals.
BELTLESS SLACKS

For comfortable hours come
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A Hidden Cause Of Many “Mysterious” Car Crack-ups

By George Thalb

On an Ohio highway recently, a driver was seen dashing over the road as he hit an invisible object. One of the drivers of the vehicles involved, died instantly. At first, the driver of the car that he hit did not realize what had happened. But preliminary reports indicate that the victim, who had a high blood alcohol content, had been given an antidepressant drug recently prescribed for him to help him through a difficult period of his life.

The reports indicate that the victim was prescribed an antidepressant drug for a period of three weeks. However, he had not been taking it regularly, and it is believed that the drug may have caused him to become drowsy and disoriented.

The case is one of many that have come to light recently, and it is now believed that antidepressant drugs may be a contributing factor in car accidents. Other factors that may contribute to these accidents include fatigue, alcohol, and other drugs.

In recent years, the use of antidepressant drugs has increased dramatically, and it is now believed that they may be responsible for a significant number of accidents. The drug market is estimated to be worth $20 billion annually, and it is now believed that a significant number of these accidents are caused by the use of these drugs.

The case of the Ohio driver is one of many that have come to light recently, and it is now believed that antidepressant drugs may be a contributing factor in car accidents. Other factors that may contribute to these accidents include fatigue, alcohol, and other drugs.

In recent years, the use of antidepressant drugs has increased dramatically, and it is now believed that they may be responsible for a significant number of accidents. The drug market is estimated to be worth $20 billion annually, and it is now believed that a significant number of these accidents are caused by the use of these drugs.
Under Ronald Au, the “New” Jaycees Lay Down a Challenge

Spencer’s pajamas keep your children warm. Spencer’s Baby Sitter Guide keeps them safe.

A year from now, you won’t be believing he was ever this small.

Meanwhile, brush him at least once a day. Always keep fresh, clean water available. For all information and tips on raising your baby.

THE START OF SOMETHING BIG

MILKBONE® Brand Puppy Biscuits
Puppies should eat lots of little meals, and Puppy Biscuits are the perfect snack. They provide the chewing exercise that puppies need. They’re crunchy, too.

Rockwell family and the older. In Mexico, Guatemalan, and Panama, it’s common to see children without shoes. In Guatemala, Jaycees have formed a shoe drive to raise funds for shoes.

President Ronald Au: To the victorious, let’s “one up” them. (Finding about 10 percent of the membership to enroll)

The Jaycees today are involved in projects that a few years ago would have seemed shocking—including the extermination of drug rings. Could it be that they are finally fulfilling their “robber” image?

By T. K. Irwin

The Japanese today are more active in projects that a few years ago would have seemed shocking—including the extermination of drug rings. Could it be that they are finally fulfilling their “robber” image?

A year from now, you won’t be believing he was ever this small.

Meanwhile, brush him at least once a day. Always keep fresh, clean water available. For all information and tips on raising your baby.

THE START OF SOMETHING BIG

MILKBONE® Brand Puppy Biscuits
Puppies should eat lots of little meals, and Puppy Biscuits are the perfect snack. They provide the chewing exercise that puppies need. They’re crunchy, too.

Rockwell family and the older. In Mexico, Guatemalan, and Panama, it’s common to see children without shoes. In Guatemala, Jaycees have formed a shoe drive to raise funds for shoes.

President Ronald Au: To the victorious, let’s “one up” them. (Finding about 10 percent of the membership to enroll)
Columbia brings you the best of everything in all recorded entertainment...

Any 8 records, cartridges, cassettes or reel tapes for only $2.86

If you fill in and sign the coupon below, you will receive your selection of 8 audio items for only $2.86. You can choose from over 1,000 different items, including 12" stereo records, 8-track cartridges, stereo tape cassettes, and 7" reel-to-reel bixeno tapes.

You will receive your selection of 8 audio items for only $2.86. You can choose from over 1,000 different items, including 12" stereo records, 8-track cartridges, stereo tape cassettes, and 7" reel-to-reel bixeno tapes. You can fill in and sign the coupon below, or you can call 1-800-COLUMBUS to receive your selection of 8 audio items for only $2.86.
A Reader's Remembrance:
The Day I Met "Dracula"

This is the successful,反正很成功的故事 of how a 某件事 has come true.

The story begins in a dark, 某个地方. A young man, John, was walking down the street, looking for a place to eat. He came across a small cafe and decided to go in.

As he sat down, he noticed a woman sitting at a table alone. She was beauty and grace all in one, with a smile that could light up a room. John couldn't help but feel drawn to her, and he introduced himself.

They talked for hours, and John learned that her name was Dracula. She was a writer and had just published her first novel, which had become an instant best-seller.

John was captivated by her story, and he asked her if she would like to go out for a walk. Dracula agreed, and they spent the rest of the evening walking around the city, talking about their lives and dreams.

As the night grew late, John realized that he was smitten with Dracula. He asked her if she would like to see him again, and she said yes.

The next day, John called Dracula and asked her out for lunch. They spent the day together, and John knew that he had found the love of his life.

Over the next few years, John and Dracula fell deeply in love. They got married and had two children, and they lived happily ever after. John's story is a testament to the power of love and how it can conquer all obstacles.

So, if you're looking for a happy ending, look no further. The day John met Dracula was the beginning of a beautiful love story that will last a lifetime.
Family Weekly Sewing Corner/By Rosalyn Aseevaya

The Well-Mannered Classic

Whether you're a working woman looking for a simple, attractive dress to add to your work wardrobe, or a homemaker who wants a comfortable, neatly put-together look, this easy-to-sew silhouette is the answer.

Its soft, swishing collar and dainty row of buttons adds a touch of smartness. It easily slips over the neck and, best of all, can be made in long, short, or shirred styles. Covered buttons: 3/4th length, wool, cotton, linen, or double knit.


LIVE LONGER AND BETTER
In One Of The Healthiest, Sunniest Climates
In All America — Deming, New Mexico!

Your Own Ranchette
Only $299
Only $5 a Month!

*(See Below)*

So you want to enjoy a ranchette of your own! Here's your chance, and the price is right! A beautiful ranchette awaits you in Deming, New Mexico — a little slice of heaven in the heart of the state. And the best part? You can have it for just $299 down plus $5 a month!

Imagine waking up to the sound of horses neighing and the smell of crisp morning air. Take a leisurely stroll through the picturesque countryside, or spend an afternoon riding the beautiful horses that roam the ranchette grounds. It's the perfect escape from the hustle and bustle of city life.

These ranchettes are perfect for anyone looking for a peaceful, secluded retreat. Whether you're a city dweller looking to start a new chapter in your life or a retired couple seeking a place to call home, Deming's ranchettes offer something for everyone.

How does it work? Just pay $299 down and $5 a month, and you're on your way to your very own ranchette in Deming, New Mexico. It's the perfect opportunity to start living your dream of owning a ranchette without breaking the bank.

*(See Below)*
What in the World!

ICE CAPADES: LIBRA CARBONETTI From Vicksburg to sled Undies Most parents are very proud when their kids take in their first ice show. In some cases, parents might even feel the need to purchase a pair of ice skates for their child. But when the child is only a baby, things get a little more complicated.

Quips & Quotes

The Money Machine

The money machine moves to 1940, the year of the great Depression. In 1940, the movie industry was booming, and the demand for entertainment was high.

Mentioned in the article:
- Raleigh
- Belair
- Movie Screen Offer
- Through a Child's Eyes
- The Money Machine
- Ice Capades
- Libra Carbonetti
- Vicksburg
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- Baby
- Depression